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Abstract
Irradiation with MeV gold ions of embedded Au nanoclusters in silica matrix results in the
formation of a ring of satellites in its surrounding. We show that changing the initial nanoclusters
size modifies both the size and the density of the satellites, and therefore alters their kinetic growth.
Finally we discuss the limitation of the ion implantation technique to form a model system to study
the satellites kinetic growth and we propose a new approach based on the chemical synthesis of
metallic nanoparticles to obtain the proper configuration.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of sub-micrometer particles is receiving an increasing attention due to their
specific properties with potential applications in the growing domain of nanotechnologies
[1–3]. Ion beam synthesis (IBS) refers to the possibility to synthesize nanoclusters (NCs)
by having recurse to the irradiation, and represents a promising technique to form nanos-
tructures with unique properties by tailoring their size and their spatial distribution . In
particular, ion implantation, normally coupled with post-implantation thermal annealing, is
a versatile technique for the fabrication of embedded NCs [3]. The nanostructure synthesis
by the ion implantation technique is relatively well understood and usually separated in
different stages [4]: i) supersaturation of the matrix by implanted solute atoms, ii) NCs nu-
cleation and iii) growth by solute depletion of supersatured solid solution. iv) a coarsening
process (Ostwald ripening if the mass is conserved) when the solute concentration is reduced
below a critical level. High implantation dose may result in NCs coalescence.
On the other hand, few works exist on the ion beam modification processes, where the
energy released by the energetic ions is used to modify already formed NCs. Experimentally,
it has been shown that the irradiation favors the satellites formation around the original NC
[5–9]. In particular, ion irradiation can be used to induce the selective precipitation of one
element in bimetallic alloys [6]. Moreover, the narrowing of the NCs size distribution and
its displacing towards the small NC dimension have been evidenced [10–12]. Finally, it has
been shown that ion irradiation can be the used to modify the morphology of the embedded
NCs [13, 14]. Besides this, only few models and simulations account for the experimental
results [15, 16].
Therefore a deeper physical understanding on the behavior of the embedded NCs under
ion irradiation is a prerequisite for appropriate control of the fabrication process.
Here we are interested in the behavior of the satellites formed around the NCs under
ion irradiation. In particular, with respect to the ion implantation, where the solute con-
centration is defined by the implantation dose, the irradiation, via the ion mixing, allows
the solute to be continuously added to the system, where the original NC becomes a solute
reservoir. As the complete description of the growth kinetic process needs the knowledge
of both the size and density of the satellites as a function of the irradiation fluence, insight
into the kinetic mechanisms requires, besides the control of the irradiation parameter, also
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the careful control of the properties of the embedded nanoparticles. In this regard, the aim
of the present work is to describe how the growth kinetics of the satellites can be influenced
by the initial dimension of the embedded NCs.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
For this study Au NCs in amorphous SiO2 was chosen as a model system because of the
low solubility of Au in SiO2 and its relative large mass difference with respect to Si and
O which facilitates the particle observation in Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
analysis.
In order to have a controlled initial spatial and size distribution, the NCs were chemically
synthesized and then sandwiched between two silica layers. The synthesis of the Au NCs is
achieved following the method of Turkevitch [12, 17]. The embedding of the gold particles
is achieved in four steps. The first step is the deposition of a sol-gel silica film on a Si wafer.
The film is densified by calcination at 450◦C for 4h. The obtained film has a thickness of
255 nm as determined by ellipsometry. The second step is the grafting of the gold particle
at the surface of the silica film. This was done following a process derived from previous
published results [18]. First the surface of silica is functionalized with an aminosilane as
a surface coupling agent. Grafting of the gold particles is achieved by simple immersion
of the functionalized substrates into colloidal gold solution. The surface amount of grafted
particles depends on the immersion time. The control of the size and the spatial distribution
of Au NCs was checked with the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) technique. Finally
the particles are embedded in the sol-gel silica layer by achieving the deposition of a second
silica layer under the same conditions as the first one. A control experiment performed on
a glass substrate instead of silicon, allowed to check that the spin coating deposition of the
second silica layer did not remove the particles. To finish, the samples were annealed under
H2-Ar atmosphere at 900
◦C during 1 hour. It worth noting that with this method we were
able to synthesize Au NCs embedded in a silica matrix with a symmetric size distribution
and a dispersion of 2.1 nm [12]. Larger size dispersion is simply obtained by modifying the
NCs synthesis time in the Turkevitch procedure [12, 17]
All the irradiations described in the present work were performed with the ARAMIS
accelerator, [19], at the CSNSM laboratory (Orsay, France). NCs with an initial size ranging
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from 8 up to 30 nm were irradiated with 4 MeV Au2+ ions at a fluence of 1.5x1016 cm−2 at
room temperature (T=300K), figure 1. The nuclear energy loss (Sn=7.5 keV.nm-1) as well
as the implantation depth of the Au ions (Rp ∼1±0.1 µm) were estimated using SRIM2000
CODE [20, 21]. Rp is at least five times the depth at which NCs were synthesized (200 nm).
Thus implanted Au does not interact with the Au NCs. The samples characterization was
performed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with 300 keV Philips CM30. The
average size, size distribution and spatial distribution of Au NCs were obtained in planar
transmission electron microscopy (P-TEM). Transmission Electron Microscopy micrographs
were processed with a slow scan CCD camera and analyzed with the Digital Micrograph
program.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 2(a-d) show the formation of a satellite ring around the Au NCs of different sizes
irradiated with 4 MeV Au ions at a fluence of 1.5x1016 cm−2. As all the NCs are embedded
in the same dielectric matrix, the irradiation conditions are the same for all the NCs and the
only varying parameter is the NC diameter, or its volume. Observing figure 2 we note that
i) the satellites size, ii) their distance from the original NC and iii) their number seems to
scale with the NCs size. TEM micrographs show that the satellites close to the NC surface
are systematically larger than that formed at larger distances. Their nucleation and growth
is directly sustained by the NC dissolution, where the latter is considered a solute reservoir.
We call these satellites of first generation. A second generation of satellites nucleates when
the first generation of satellites is large enough to create, via the irradiation mixing, a solute
supersaturation at increasing distances from the NC surface, dNC . As for increasing value of
dNC the strength of the solute reservoir is reduced, because the solute is spread over a larger
volume, ∼d3NC , the solute concentration decreases with the distance from the NC and the
nucleation and growth of new satellites remains limited. As the study of such a system is
complicated, we limited our investigation to the evolution of the first generation of satellites,
those close to the original NC. Experimentally they are found in an annular region around
the NC with a thickness ranging between 1-1.5 RNC , where RNC is the NC radius.
The corresponding satellites size distributions (SSD) are shown in figures 3(a-e). For the
smallest nanoparticle size, 5.8 nm, the SSD is asymmetric with a tail towards the smaller
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size, figure 3a. Increasing the NC size to 8.7 nm results in quite symmetric SSD, figure 3b.
Further increase of the NC size, up to 16.7 nm, shows that the SSD is again asymmetric
but this time with a tail towards the large satellite diameter, figure 3c. Finally, for the
largest NC considered in the present work, 25.1 nm, the SSD becomes bimodal, figure 3d.
The bimodal shape of the SSD can be understood thinking that when the growing satellites
reach a ”critical” size their contribution to the solute concentration becomes large enough
to enhance the nucleation of new satellites in their vicinity. On the other extreme, the
dimension of the smallest NCs is not sufficient to sustain the satellites growth, and the SSD
remains unimodal. This is the case for the NCs of 5.8 nm and 8.7 nm. An intermediary
situation is found for the 16.7 nm NC with. Here, the contribution of the larger satellites to
the supersaturation is sufficient to allow the nucleation of new satellites in their surrounding
leading to a distribution with a tail towards the larger NC sizes.
Figure 4 reports the variation of the average satellite diameter as a function of the NC
dimension. It is found that the satellites mean diameter increases from 1.9 nm up to 3-3.5
nm for NC size ranging from 5 nm up to 10-12 nm. Further increasing of the NC size results
in the saturation of the average satellites diameter to the value of about 4 nm.
The relation between the number of the satellites and the NC size is shown in figure 5a.
Linear relation seems to exist up to about 20 nm, then a saturation appears. The satellites
density can be calculated using the number of satellites of figure 5a and the annular surface
containing the satellites defines as:
S = pi(RNC + dNC)
2 − piR2NC (1)
where dNC is the distance from the NC surface and RNC the NC radius. The result is
reported in figure 5b. The density scales approximatively with the inverse of the NC radius,
ρsatellites∼1/RNC . This is due to the fact that the annular surface increases faster (∼R2NC)
than the number of satellites (∼RNC).
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we showed that irradiation of NCs with different sizes leads to different
values of both satellites size and density. In particular, the satellite size linearly scales with
the NCs size before to saturate, whereas the density ranges approximatively as the inverse of
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the NCs radius. For example changing the NC size from 5 nm to 30 nm we obtain a satellite
size of 1.9 nm and 4 nm and a density of 0.083 at.nm−2 and 0.014 at.nm−2, respectively,
which represents a variation of about 47 % in the size and a 17 % in the density estimation. It
is worth noting that also the shape of the size distribution function depends on the NCs size.
SSD presents a tail towards the small NCs size if the NCs are small (5.8 nm), a symmetric
shape for NCs of about 10 nm, a tails towards the large NCs size for NCs of about 16 nm
and bimodal shape for larger NCs (25 nm). It is clear that starting with a large NCs size
distribution introduces errors in the measure of the kinetic processes under irradiation.
In order to study the kinetics growth is therefore important to start with the narrowest
possible size distribution profile. In this regards both ion implantation and ion mixing,
inducing balling-up of a continuous thin film are not adapted techniques, because the control
of the size and the spatial dispersion of the embedded NCs is one of their main limitation.
On the other hand, the chemical synthesis of metallic NCs and the following sandwiching
between two amorphous layers allows to overcome this constraint, and to irradiate a model
system where the size, the spatial distribution as wall as the NCs concentration are perfectly
controlled during the sample preparation [12].
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Figure captions
Figure 1: TEM micrograph of the unirradiated sample
Figure 2: TEM micrograph of NCs with different sizes irradiated at a fluence of 1.5x1016
cm−2 with 4 MeV Au ions at room temperature. a) 5.8 nm, b) 8.7 nm, c) 16.7 nm and d)
25.1 nm.
Figure 3: Satellites size distribution as a function of the NC size, as in figure 1.
Figure 4: Relation between the NC size and the mean satellite size for a sample irradi-
ated at a fluence of 1.5x1016 cm−2 with 4 MeV Au ions at room temperature.
Figure 5: a) Number of satellites and b) the corresponding density as a function of the
NCs size.
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Figures
FIG. 1: TEM micrograph of the unirradiated sample
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FIG. 2: TEM micrograph of NCs with different sizes irradiated at a fluence of 1.5x1016 cm−2 with
4 MeV Au ions at room temperature. a) 5.8 nm, b) 8.7 nm, c) 16.7 nm and d) 25.1 nm.
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FIG. 3: Satellites size distribution as a function of the NC size, as in figure 1
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FIG. 4: Relation between the NC size and the mean satellite size for a sample irradiated at a
fluence of 1.5x1016 cm−2 with 4 MeV Au ions at room temperature.
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FIG. 5: a) Number of satellites and b) the corresponding density as a function of the NCs size.
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